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REQUIRKMENTS OF THE GENERAL HOSPITAL.
The information contained in this paper was ob-
tained hy visiting some tv/enty-five eastern hospitals;
going over them with superintendents, head nurses, and
matrons; and by studying the good points of each in-
stitution, and finding, as far as possible, their de-
fects, uy reading vtirioua books on the subject and by
studying the problem in connection with the preparation
of drawings for several hospitals.
An ideal hospital would be a small hospital lo-
cated on the outskirts of town, surrounded by trees,
grass and flowers. It would be easy of ttccobb iux pa-
tloiits duia fctttendants. Tliere would be separate detached
wards for children and for each sex and kind of disease
treated. These wards would have large bed area, and
cubic air space, for each patient, and be so placed
as to admit sunlight to every part and to insure free
circulation of pure air about and through them.
There would be a building for contagious diseases,
cut off from all possible communication with other
portions of the hospital. The morgue, with its ambu-
lance entrance, would be located entirely out of view
of the hospital.
The kitchen, laundry apd mechanical plant would
be located so no odors, smoke or noise, could reach
-1-

the other buildings, and yet each would he easily and
quickly accessihle to the portions they s^.rve.
The ideal hospital would have a perfect :::echanical
ventilating system for each room, and in addition, he
arranged for proper natural ventlla^tion. The air supply
would he pure, ample and under perfect control. The tem-
perature, winter and summer, would he nicely regulated.
The plujnhing and drainage would he absolutely sanitar^j^.
All buildings woulu bo uX rircproof construction, not
only on account of the greater safety secured to the irjriat^s,
but because it is sanitary, remains in place, and forms
a proper foundation for the finishing materials, and re-
duces to a minimum, the cost of repairs. All materials
would be selected especially for their duraoiiily and
fitness for the work, due consideration being given to
the amount of labor required in their cleaning and fin-
ishing.
The general schem.e would be such that additions
could be made without detriment to existing buildings;
the arrangement of the several parts convenient for every
part of the work to be done, and economical of space
and administration. Directness and simplicity would be
the governing motives in the design and plan of the ideal
hospital. Consistent details would be logically carried
out through all parts of the buildings. The corridors
would be wide, straigtit passages, open at both ends. There
would be no small dark holes or closets.

It is evident that all of the ideal conditions can
he
not realized. For economical reasons it is necessary thatA
city hospitals care for a large numher oi patients. Sun-
light cannot always he had Xor all parts of the huilding.
A perfect ventilating system has not been invented and
smimer regulation/ of temperature not attempted. The sep-
aration desirable for the patient increases the cost of
construction and is not economical of the time or labor
of the attendants.
Every hospital problem must be the subject of special
study, and it must be constantly remembered that the pur-
pose is to provide proper facilities for relieving suffer-
ing and effecting cures in the simplest and quickest way
possible. Ttie advice of a capable and experiences hos -
pital superintendent should be secured by the architect and
as far as possible, the head nurse and matron should be
consulted on all questions relating to their particular
work. Every situation likely to occur in the hospital
should be gone over step by step to see that the general
scheme, the arrangement and the details satisfy the con-
ditions imposed. Start with the patient being received,
and in imagination, follow him through each part of the
treatment and care to be given; follow the food from the
time it is delivered through the store-room to kitchen, to
the diJimb-waiters, to the patient, and make the return with
the soiled dishes: if each step can be made without lost

motion or unnecessary energy, it may be concluded that
the arreng-ement is good.
The site is a matter of first consideration. The
architect is very often not consulted until after the lo-
cation has been fixed, hut his advice and a few tentative
sketches vvould, in most cases, result in a better se -
lection. The hospital should be located on higji, well-
drained ground, vathout obstructions to sunshine and
pure air. It should corijiriand agreeable views aad be away
from smoke or noise. The grounds should be of ample area
to secure the best results in the care of the sick and to
provide for future p^rowth of the hospital. It is evident
that a site may be suitable for a block plan, and wholly
inadequate for a pavilion system.
The kind of cases received varies somewhat in each
hospital, as does the class of patients they are intended
to care for. Many requirements are essential in all hos-
pitals; others are beneficial, and to be provided only
when the means for their installation and maintainence
Is assured. If a large number of patients, vvho are unable
to pay any part of the expense of their treatment, are to
be received, the separate units cannot be many or the
auxiliaries very extensive. If a small nuniber of patients
are to be cared for, the separate buildings should not be
too numerous.
The treatment of various ailments is, of course,
different, each requiring special arrangements for the wor
Ii
to be done as surgical, medical, tuberculosis or ob -
stetrical. special study must be made of the treatment
of each, and the best facilities within the mesns at
hand, provided. In all cases, it is essential to classify
patients as to disease, sex and their liability to cause
Infection or to become infected.
Departments v/hose purposes are closely related should
be placed nearest to each other; those which require sep-
aration should be placed as far apart as the nature of
the case requires. A careful balancing of advantages
and disadvantages, of benefits to the patient, and of the
cost in time and labor is necessary at every step. Each
department should be, as far as possible, self-contained.
A complete hydro and electro- therapeutic equipment,
consisting of hose, steam, massage dressing and toilet
rooms, should be provided in every general hospital.
Usually a small hospital of from twent^/'-f ive to fifty
beds is arranged, with the administration portion in the
center, one or tv/o stories high, with one or two story
wings on either side; the one for male, and the other for
female patients. In larger city hospitals, the class of
patients is more varied, as well as more numerous, and a
more elaborated scheme (which may be either a block plan
or a pavilion system), is necessary. The block plan is
one in which all parts of the work of receiving and caring
for the sick or injured is done in one building. The pa-
vilion system is one in which separate buildings, connected
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by passage-ways, are provided, in which the segregation
of patients is possible. (The cottage system is but an
extension of the pavilion system.) The pavilion system
may be so connected as to become almost a block plan, and
the parts of a block plan, so cut off ff'om each other as
to be almost a pavilion system, yet the advantages of each
are only fully realized when the fundamental ideals of
each are complied with.
The question of the use of block or pavilion plan
for the ^neral hospital is one much discussed by medical
men and hospital supe-'int^ndents . The points of discus-
sion relate to exposure, to sunshine and free circulation
of air about the buildings; to ventilation and heating;
to segregation of patients; to opportunities for future
growth; to matters of expense of land and buildings, and
of administration and attendance.
Sunlight is the one natural agent most depended on to
destroy germs, to insure the removal of uncle anliness
,
and to restore the patient to health. The buildings of
the pavilion system should not be hi^, and must be at
such distances apart that the shadows of one do not inter-
fere with, or cover, another.
Free circulation of air about and through the build-
ing, is best obtained by separate buildings without courts
or projections. The separate ventilation by mechanical
means of a number of different sick rooms is more directly

and easily accomplished if the sick rooms are detached.
Segregation of patients is more complete when separate
buildings are used for the different cases treated, such
as medical, surgical, maternity, children, etc. There
are fewer patients and attendants, less noise and confusioiji
in each department. The care and attention becomes m.ore
a personal matter hetv/een nurse and patient. In fact,
there is more of the quiet and peace of mind necessary to
recovery, more of the ideal conditions of a snail hospital
(In the hlock plan, the noise and troubles of one ward are
often communicatad to another.) Opportunities of growth
and development along the seme or different lines are
greater in the pavilion system than in the block plan.
Enlargement of the kitchen, laundry, and service portion
of the hospital are more easily made if these are detached
buildings. New departments are more easily established,
progress in construction, ideas of arrangement of sick
rooms, and their accessories or in the treatment of pa -
tlents are more easily adopted.
The greatest defect of the pavilion system is in the
Increased cost of construction and maintainence of buildings
The equipment is more exj^ensive, the units more numerous,
the difficulties of efficient medical attention and con -
stant supervision greater, greater area of land is required;
the expense of heating is increased; more attendants are
required to do the work of cleaning, painting and repair-
•
ing; there is probably more waste of everything.

The advantages of the block plan relate to these de-
fects of the pavilion system. If the hlock plan he
adopted, it should be planned in a way to secure, as near-
ly as possible, all the advantages of the pavilion system.
IThe proper classification of the patients must be made.
The wards must be separated from each other and from the
administration portion of the building. Nurses* or
sleeping rooms must not be mixed in with the sick wards.
Kitchen and laundry must be located in the least objection'
able place and should be outside of the main building. The
morgue must be outside of the main building. Stairs and
elevators must be enclosed and the several floors cut off
from each other as much as possible.
The buildings v;hich usually go to make up a large
Pavilion System are:
Administration building.
Medical
|
Surgical
j
) Ward buildings.
Maternity )
Children )
Private patients* building.
Out patients, or Dispensary building.
Surgical Operating building.
Isolation building.
Laboratory, Mortuary, Autopsy and Chapel.
Nurses* Home and Training School.

Domestic Service building, (kitchen, diet
kitchen, store-room, employes* rooms,
linen room, laundry, disinfection room.
Mechanical Plant and Appliances.
The buildings, except the Isolation, and possibly the
Mortuary building, are connected by sub-ways, through which
food is distributed on a food carrier to the dumbwaiters,
which serve the several diet pantries, and which are also
used as a conduit for steam pipes, telephone and elec -
trie wires.

THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
The business offices of the hospital are located in
the Admlnlsti'ation building and all activities radiate frori
this natural center. All persons should enter or leave
the institution through this building, thus gaining ready-
access to all departments and rendering supervision poss-
ible. The building, therefore, should be located and
designed to hold its place in the general composition and
be unmistakably the attractive point for visitors. The
rooms which go to make up this building are as follows:
Reception and waiting rooms (often used for two very-
different classes of visitors) with toilet rooms for male
and female.
Business office, with its public space, counter,
bookkeeper's desk and vault, stenographer and clerk's deskji,
and telephone exchange.
General and medical superintendents* offices, and
often private offices.
Secretary's office.
Matron's and head nursefe offices.
Drug room. The requirements are similar to a small
drug store; a large store room should be provided; also
a vault for certain drugs.

Provision should be made in one of the business offices
for large maps of the cityf^f the hospital grounds,
-
locating buildings, sewers, drains, manholes, steem, mterJ
gas and electric mains, subways, etc.; also properly mounted
plans, elevt.tions and details of all buildings, showing
proposed future extensions, additions, etc.
The Reception ward is often placed in this building
for convenience in supervision. Its entrance should be
separate from the main or public entrance, ^ convenient
for ambulance, and if not on grade level, provided with
incline for ease in handling patients on stretchers.
This departm.ent should be cut off as much as possible
from the remainder of the building. The Reception mvd,
like every other branch of the hospital, should be arrange(|[
properly for doing the work in a systematic manner. The
patiejjt arrives and Is passed to the examination room.
If he is exhausted or excited, he is allowed to lie dov\Ti
for a while. After the examination, v/lth the doctor's
consent, he is given a bath and when dressed in hospital
clothes, he is taken to the bed assigned to him. The
patient's clothes are taken to the fumlgator, and from
there stored In wire lockers in the basement; here also
th e
should be provided a store room to receive^ patlentfe be-
longings which sometimes accompany him. a minor operating
room for emergency operations may be a part of the Receptlpn

ward, or the examination room may be large enougli and
equipped to care for such cases, though this work is
usually done in the Out-patients* building.
The Directors, Trustees or Board room with its
toilet room; the Medical Library and Bound History
room with vault; the Patients* Circulating Library are
also properly located in this building. When a separate
residence cannot be provided for the general and medical
superintendents, their living rooms are located here;
these consisting of dining-room, living room, bed rooms,
bath and toilet rooms; they should be arranged so that
there is privacy for the family and so that the business
of the institution is conducted in the business office.
Besident physicians or internes* sleeping rooms with
common reading or smoking room; toilet and bath accomoda-
tions, and similar accomodations for druggist, steward,
and other responsible heads of departments; and Attendant
physician's room, with shower, dressing and locker rooms,
are also located here.
Matron's sleeping room, bath, etc. are often located
in Nurses* home, but should be placed in the Administratioli
building.
The private operating rooms, and sometimes the
operating theater for students, are placed on the top floojp
of the Administration building. There seems to be no ser-
ious objection to this if there cannot be a special operat .n

t)uilding, snd If convenient arrangement is made for bringing
surgical patients to these rooms, and if they can be entirely-
cut off from the remg.inder of the building.
The Laboratory, when one or tvv^o rooms, is often
placed in this building, though it undoubtedly would be
better if in a separate building.
Nurses* sleeping rooms are often pls-ced in the upper
floors of this building, but it is evident that this
should only be done from necessity.
Private patients' rooms are som.etimes placed in upper
stories of the Administration building, but there are
serious objections to this arrangemert' . Mixing together
indiscrimin4.tely sick rooms, living rooms and offices is
one of the most common and serious mistakes. In many
cases, the laundry and kitchen are located in the basement
of the Administration building; that this is a mistake
is fully appreciated on entering one of these buildings.
Conveniences for proper housekeeping, slop sinks, cases,
etc. should be provided.
In some large hospitals several lecture rooms are
needed, and are often placed in the Administration build-
ing.
It is evident that the rooms required will differ
in every hospiteO. , and that this list can be expanded and
contracted to suit the special needs.

THE WARD BUILDINGS
The Ward buildings are of most importance, for it is
in the wards that the great number of patients, ¥/ith many
different diseases and of all nationalities and classes,
must he cared for. These general mrds must he arranged
and planned in size and cubic contents, with regard to sun-
shine and prevailing v/inds, and v/ith facilities suitable
for the care of the severs.l conditions of patients intended
With the long axis of the ward nort.h and south and windows
on both sides, it is possible to flood the ward with
sunlight from morning to night. Conditions may make it
necessary to use an east and west axis, but sunshine must
be had in abundance.
At least, general wards for male and female surgical
and male and female medical patients should be provided
and if the size of hospital permits, there should also be
wards for g:^Tiecologlcal and maternity patients. If childreiti
are cared for, there should be a separate building, or, at
leafet, separate wards for their treatment.
It is desirable that each nurse have the patients
assigned to her, in one ward, directly under her eye, and
that the wards be so planned as to enable the largest numbe
of patients to be effectively attended by a given number of
nurses, overlooked by one head nurse.

Authorities would probably agree that not more than
twenty heds should he placed in one ward, and that on
every floor there should he a number of smaller wards,
of from one to four beds, the smaller wards to be used
for special diseases, such as diseases of the eye, ear
or throat, for isolation of patients who may disturb
others, or for the dangerous.
Ward floors should contain but one principal sick rootii
to obtain complete isolation of commimlcable diseases.
The size of the ward depends upon the number of
patients which it is intended to care for, and upon the
cubic space and floor space which should be allotted to
each. The fonii of ward must be such as to facilitate nur-
sing. Distance of sick from each other, ease of access
around them, shifting of beds and points of cleanliness
all affect the fonn and size of the ward. The bed area
should be at least one hundred and twenty square feet per
bed. Florence Nigtitingale says "The ward should be at
least twenty- six feet wide, and should have windows seven
feet six inches on centers on both sides of the ward.
The wall space should be six or eight inches wider than
the bed; the beds should be placed eighteen inches from
betv\/een the
the wall, and there should be at least ten feet projecting
ends of beds." The beds should be placed with free space
on both sides with a window between. End windows are

valuable for natural ventilation, as currents of air take
the direction of the longest axis, and are worth much more
than c ross ventilc.tion in sweeping out all impurities.
Circular and square wards with beds all around are
generally undesirable and not economical of space, not so
easily taken in at a glance; the floor space is used to
"better advantage if beds are arranged in two rows.
The height of the ward depends on the cubic feet and
square feet allowed for each patient; fourteen feet is a
good height. The size of the ward also depands on the
nature of the disease treated.
The air of a sick room is vitiated by emanations
from the bodies of patients, these being greater in infectious
fevers, wounds, sores, etc.; also by the ordinary respira-
tion of patients and attendants. Stagnation in movement
of air leads to rapid putrefaction; therefore, a constant
change of air is necessary.
The Chicago Health Ordinance requires that each bed
in a medical ward shall have 1500 cubic feet of air space,
and each bed in a surgical ward 2500 cubic feet; that
children's wards shall have 1000 cubic feet for each bed.
The amount of cubic space necessary for good results must
In a great measure depend on the capacity, control and
poBitiveness of the mechanical ventilating apparatus used
to change the air in a ward. Modern antiseptic surgery telds

to reduce the ordinary cubic, feet of air necessary for
surgical patients; if wards are designed for 1500 cubic
feet and septic cases appear, as many beds as necessary
may be removed to give the required air space. Baths
should not be given in the general wards, as such
treatment vitiates the air very quickly. The smaller
the v;ard, the larger should be the proportion of cubic
space allowed for each bed; for small wards usually receive
the v/orst cases, and in addition, &. certain amount of
space is needed for air diffusion. Small mrds, with
from two to six beds are objectionable in working a large
hospital. They increase labor and are difficult to super-
vise. Wards should never open directly into one another,
thus making a comjnon atmosphere and doubling risks.
Surgical and obstetrical cases require, in addition
to the rooms which are necessary for the medical wards, a
room to be used for examinations, dressing and minor oper-
ations. In large hospitals these are separate room.s.
In connection v/ith every mrd floor, should be severajl
small work rooms or auxiliaries. These occupy about the
same space for wards of twenty beds as for wards of thirty}
two beds or approximately fifty square feet for each bed.lji
wards of twenty beds.
The auxiliaries required for each floor in addition
to the small rooms for isolation are as follows:

Quiet room: No patient should be allowed to die in a
ward where there is another patient likely to he affected
hy such an occurrence. Quiet rooms should be provided
into which the very sick patient is moved before death.
Such sights have so noticeable an effect on the sick that
the dead are moved at night, and the ambulance entrance
is kept as much out of sight and hearing as possible.
The Quiet room is often located next to the ward, but it
would seem that this space would be more valuable for
other uses.
The Duty room is a small room with cased opening
into corridor, used as headquarters of the nurse in charge.
It should be located near the ward and contain a case sub-
divided with glass doors with locks on each division for
"stock drugs" , "poisonous drugs", drugs sent to the ward in
the form of prescriptions, for liquors, and for prescrip-
tions in use at night. Here also should be placed the
annunciator cormiunieating with each bed, the telephone
connecting with switchboard in business office. There is
a device much llke'^^clock used in department stores,
which records the time the patient is called and the time
the nurse answers, which has proved an ideal solution of a
troublesome question. In the Duty room should also be
placed the patients* daily record sheets; all ward general
supplies; linen enough for daily needs; bandages; dressings

rubber sheets; water bottles; utensils not in constant
use; and a blanket wamer which may be one section of a
clothes dryer. There should also be a desk and supplies
of memors.ndum books and blank order books in this room.
The Diet Pantry is a room of sufficient size for the
preparation of diets for such patients as require special
food and for serving the regular food to all patients on
that floor. The regular food is sent in bulk from the
main kitchen by means of electric dumbwaiters in large
covered nested pans, and placed on a steam table in the
diet pantry, from which it is served. This room should
be "^MpTTTOrn" si'hfj^iT ii Tift equipped with ste&m table,
electric or gas stove, with oven and plate warmer, tables
and refrigerator, sink for dish washing, cases for dishes
and glasses, drav/ers for silver and linen, cupboards for
utensils and trays. The dumbwaiter should be used for
no other purpose than to carry food; if it should be out
of repair, the food carrier could be brought up on the
regular elevator, as it is where diet pantries have not
been provided. Each diet pantry should have and care
for its o\m set of dishes, by which method; much handling
and consequential breakage is done away with; much delay
and friction is avoided; meals can be served quickly and
in order. With refrigerator located in each diet pantry,
fruit, milk and other nourishment are accessible at
prescribed times and in proper condition.

A bright, cheerful, convalescents* dining room,
where meals are served to those ahle to go from the ward,
is a necessity, reducing the service and economical.
A sideboard for dishes, linen, etc. should be provided.
Patients* clothes are sent to the general locker room
where they are stored after being disinfected, but there
are alv;ays a few patients who will leave their beds for a
short time each day, and for these, a few v/ell ventilated
lockers should be provided on each floor.
Dejections, brooms and mops should be cared for in
a v/ell ventilated shaft outside of the building, entered
through an open air passage. If possible, this closet
should be in two parts,- one for dejections v/hich must
be preserved for a time, where should be located a slop
sink for washing bed pans and urinals, also a rack for
storage of these; the other compartment to this open air
closet to be used for storage of mops, brooms, closed cans
for the daily waste of the ward floors, and closed cans
or metal boxes for the reception of soiled body and bed
clothes. A ste&in jet sterilizer should be brought to
these closets for disinfecting the various utensils stored
here. Screens must be provided for all parts of the open
air passage. These closets should be on a separate ventil^,
tion stack. There is a gas burning crematory for soiled
dressings, which is designed for use on each floor. If

practical, a crematory of this kind placed in the dejection
closet would dispose of all soils at once. Soiled clothes
dust and other chutes do not belong in a modern hospital.
Day rooms should he provided on each floor. They
should have as much sun as possible, and he arranged with
removable sash and screens for winter or summer use. Day
rooms are sometimes used as smoking rooms for patients,
and often the few lockers necessary for patients' clothes
are placed here. The benefits of the "sun bath" and pure
air are more and more coming to be realized, and screened
in or enclosed balconies or porches large anough to allow
beds to be wheeled on^ like Corry Hill Hospital, Boston,
are a great help. The general solarium, however, should
be arranged on the roof of the building, with open air
promenades made accessible by ramps or by elevators. A
portion of the space around elevator should be enclosed
with glass. Araings can be used to good advantage, as well
as sheltered beach chairs. The roof of enclosed partition
is often of glass, shades similar to a photographic studio
being provided for control of the light. The "Sun-beam"
room of the New York Post Graduate Hospital and the
Solarium of the Babies' Hospital, also those at the
Presbyterian and Mt. Sinai Hospitals are examples of this
treatment. An open but covered roof garden on the Nurses
Home of the Post Graduate Hospital suggested comfort not
often witnessed in these institutions.

Toilet rooms, bath rooms and lavatories should he
In separsute enclosures; light, air and sun should he had
to all. The fixtures should he In sufficient numher to
accomodate the needs,- prohably two waterclosets, tv/o
baths, two lavatories and a slop sink for each ward of
twenty beds. There should be separate toilet rooms for thci
nurses; also for visitors. These latter are usually located
In the Administration building. Ml bath tubs should be
set away from walls so at least three sides of the tub are
accessible. Provision should also be made for storing,
filling and em.ptylng a movable bath tub; also for storing
a John's Hopkins bath tub stretcher, wheel chairs and such
necessary appliances.
A reserve ward should be provided for emergency use,
or for Instant use In case an infectious disease breaks
out in a ward, or for use in time of general cleaning and
reflnlshlng.
Beds should be uniform, thlrt.y inches from floor,
which v/ill keep patient above draft, out of layer of foul
air, and make the v/ork of nurse easier. The space under
bed is also more readily seen and cleaned.
Temperature in ward should not be above sixty- eight
clegri?i?s or seventy degrees during day, nor below sixty
degrees at night.

MATERNITY BUILDING.
Maternity cases should be cared for In a completely
Isolated building, where absolute quiet and freedom from
excitement may be maintained. This class of patients
require absolute purity of the person, clothing and
bedding, and also the floors, furniture and atmosphere
of lying-in hospitals must bs free from dust or dirt. To
accomplish this there must be perfect ventilation, the
temperature never above sixty-eight degrees Faiirenheit,
and in addition to the oiuintay care of patient and sur-
roundings, frequent fumigation is necessary. In case
septic fever sets in, the patients must be at once iso -
lated and wards for this purpose must be in readiness.
In large lying-in hospitals there are two entire separate
departments, the septic portion being cut off from the
ordinary work, by open air passages. In calculating the
air spaces, it must be remembered that maternity cases
are considered as surgical cases. Rigid non-communication
of the attendants of the several classes as well as of the
patients thenselves, must be enforced. The rooms neces-
sary are:
Waiting wards of from three to twenty beds. Other
wards of the same size for patients after confinement..
The Labor room, which should be adjoining the de -
livery room and convenient to bath room and slop sink.

The Delivery or Operating room, which is similar to
a minor operating room. There should be near hy a slop
sink for disposal of excretion. Adjoining the Delivery
room should be the Sterilizing room.
The Nursery, which is a room for the babies, which
are kept away from the mothers, being taken to them once
in two hours for feeding.
A Work room; many of the charity patients are aiDie
emd willing to mke oandages, sew and do various other
workabout the hospital; for their use, a separate room
should be arranged.
The Physicians' wach rccs?., with lockers, etc.,
should be conveniently arranged near Delivery room.
The Incubator room, which requires special heating
and venitlation for each incubator.
The Examining room: which is quite necessary for
patients of this class.
Physicians* sleeping room. It is often necessary
for the physician to be within call for some time before
or after a delivery.
Duty room. Diet pantry, Bath rooms. Toilet rooms.
Dejection closet, etc., which are similar to those of
ward buildings.
Dining room: Many of the patients are able to make
use of this room during most of their stay at the hospita

Isolation rooms for septic cases with bath and
toilets.
Solarium, similar to those of ward buildings.
One of the largest and best equipped maternity hos-
pitals in this country is the Lying-in Hospitalof New York
City.
The Sloan Maternity, Boston, was another hospital
of this class visited.

THE CHILDREN'S BUILDING.
With proper facilities, the care oi children and
babies Is attended with better results than an;^' other
branch of hospital work. They must have pure food, reg-
ularly and properly given, good nurblng and an abunaancd
ui puic fciir ana sunshine. These petlents are hlglily
susceptible and proper separation of the different kinds
of disease is even more important than in the adult
wards, as is the non-communication of the attendants of
the several cases.
The general conditions given under Wards end their
Auxiliaries apply here with full force, but a few special
features are necessary to adapt the building to the v/ork.
This building or department must have its own receiving
or observation quarters entirely cut off from the remainder
of the building and witn Ion ts&ptLxaot; oiitrtince. Hore
should iuCfcited the Exairilnatlon room, a few wards from
one to four beds, bath and toilet rooms, dejection closet,
diet kitchen, nurses' sleeping room with bath, in fact a
small hospital within itself. After the examination, if
the case is not fully developed, the child is placed in
one of these observation wards, classified as nearly as
possible and developments awaited. As soon as the case
is fully determined, the child is moved to the proper place
in the regular wards. Often these observation vmrds are
arranged about a rectangle from which, by meeuis of fixed

windows, one nurse has control of all. Juvenile toilet
fixtures are used in the Children's building. A small
operating room, equipped like the orainary minor operating
room, is required.
An Isolation department should be arranged for,
consisting of one or two rooms as effectually cut off and
as self contained as possible. A steam chamber off the
contagious ward is used in diptheria cases.
A play room or solarium, is necessary, the object
being to supply the conditions under which the patient
seems most content in sicKribss and most rapidly improves.
Tlie "Sun Beam" room of the New York Post Graduate
Hospital with its fireplace and juvenile furniture, and
its bright Japanese lanterns, the children being amused
with pictures and toys, was the m.ost cheering sight seen
at any hospital visited.
In the treatment of babies, drugs play a very small
part, but the diet pantry is important. Its equipment
consists of a refrigerator, a small tank for soaking
bottles, a Bidet bottle washer and rack for drying, and a
bottle sterilizer. A milk tester is also necessary.
Each baby's food is prepared for twenty-four hours at one
time, put up from prescription, labeled and set in metal
racks in refrigerator. All cups and feeding utensils are
labeled and kept separate. Near every large v\/ard for babj|jes
should be a small changing room with a sufficient number

01 standing tables bath tubs, three feet above floor, a
blanket warmer or a warmed dressing table, a sterilizer,
in fact, a work room. Napkins are stored in a covered
galvanized can and placed in dejection closet off this rodm.
The napkins should be sterilized in the seme way as surgical
bandages are treated. The outfit for each babe is wrapped
in a separate cloth, arranged in order and then sterilized
and handled as little as possible. Each baby has an in -
j
dividual towel and wash cloth v/ith tag; provision must be
made for the orderly care of these. Often a one or two
part laundry tray is placed in the toilet room, of these
wards. Scales are placed in each ward for we ighirg infants.
The walls of the wards should be in tints of green,
and the beds should not face the 11 ^t. There is a simple
device for raising the bottom of the crib up to proper
height for examinations or dressing, after which it may be
lowered to Its regular position. The wards are lighted
by fixed center ligjits near ceilings. .
In some hospitals caring for babies, a training
school for nurse maids is established. Sometimes private
rooms are provided, these rooms being fitted up as model
nurseries.

PRIVATE PATIENTS' BUILDING.
To reduce the deficit caused by the care of many
free patients, the pay patients' building has become a
necessity of modern hospitals.
In some of the eastern hospitals, this building is
more like a sanitarium, hotel or even a club house than
a hospital. This may be the proper economic basis; for
from those of means who occupy the suite of private rooms
tteir endov\fments, in a large measure, must come, and these
depend somewhat on the accomodation afforded as v;ell as
on the care given. Each patient usually has a special
nurse, more elaborate and better food is served and a
greater supply of fresh linen is required by these patients.
Generally, the patients are admitted directly to this
building, as all exiyriinations and arrangements are usually
made before the patient arrives. A small reception room
for visitors, with proper toilet conveniences, should
be on the main floor.
The general conditions covering this building are the
some as described for the ward buildings, with the exceptions
that here almost every patient has a single room or a suitd
of rooms, according to the price paid. The suites usually
consist of a parlor, with fireplace, rugs, easy chairs,
table, etc., opening into a short passage which leads to
bath rooms and also to the sick room. The parlor is used by
special nurse at night and by visitors or maiibers of the
family by day.

Another arrangement consists of sick room, bath and
toilet room; or sick room and toilet rooms; while another
comhlnation is sometimes made of two sick rooms with hath
and toilet room off passage which connects the two rooms.
Single rooms with or without stationary wash howls are
also used. In Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York, trundle heds
were provided for nurses of single room patients.
Some times a few small wards are in this building
for two or three beds each, though this is an exception
to the rule.
Telephones are sometimes placed in each patient's
room anl the electric lights are arranged similar to the
modern hotel.
In addition to the Duty room. Diet pantry. Dejection
closet, public and private toilet rooms required on each
floor of this building, there should be a public parlor
where convalescents may visit with friends, or v;here visi
tors may wait until patient is ready to receive them.
This room should have a good outlook, be bright and cheer
ful, with fireplace, easy chairs, rugs and tables.
Sometimes a private operating suite Is placed in this
building. Its requirements are those of an ordinary mino
operating room. Sun rooms or Solarium should be provided
for these patients, as elsewhere.
A library and lounging room soniev/hat similar to the
public rooms of a firstclass hotel may become necessary.

THE "GUT PATIENTS" BUILDING, DiSPENSAitY
AND CASUALTY.
To this building come the great numlDer of patients,
who receive free, medical and surgical attention. Many who
come have well developed and often infectious cases.
Every known disease is at liberty to be brought here, and
if contagion is to be avoided, it must be cut off from all
j!
otherparts of the institution. The entrance should be so
arranged as to prevent patients from wandering about the
'
-f grounds or coming in contact with the regular patients
of the hospital. Trained physicians should be constantly
on the lookout for suspicious cases of disease, and every
precattion taken to guard against communication to others.
The special requirements of this work in addition
to the business offices are a large waiting room, usually
an extension of the corridor, where long metal benches are
arranged for the waiting patients. Toilet rooms for male
||
and female patients must be provided here.
The History room, which is a small room with desk;
the applicant for relief, in some cases stands outside it
at a small window, states his condition, as he understands
it, and answers the questions asked. Some cases must be
investigated to discover if they are worthy of or in need
of this free service, but usually this is done after the
treatment is furnished.
11=
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The drug room Is a very necessary part of this huild-
ing, many of the dispensaries requiring the constant at-
tention of several clerks. It is usually equipped as a
very large prescription case, with one or more windows,
where the medicines are given out. There should he a large
store room for bulk goods and a vault for storage of spec-
ial drugs. Some institutions compound most of the drugs
used; if this is done, proper provision must he made for
the apothecary.
Several examining and treatment rooms sliould follow
each other in a way that the patient is discharged without
meeting those following. Each examining room should he
equipped for the special work to he done, as throat, eyes,
lungs, etc. These rooms should he arranged in the order
of the work done, and in a way to care for the numher ac-
comodated, and if possible, on the first floor. There
should be one or tv/o receovery rooms for twenty -four or
forty-eif^t hours* occupancy when required by the work done|.
Where extensive work is done, the patients are divided
Into male and fes-nale medical, male and female surgical,
and children's cases.
Sometimes in connection with this department, is an
accident or emergency ward. This consists of a large room
(24 X 30) arranged and equipped as a minor operating room.
There should be operating and dressing tables, supply and
Instrument cases, ma all the facilities for rapid minor
operations and ciressings._

Amputations are occasionally perlorraed here, and there
must he an etherizing room, an examination room, a ster-
ilizing and instrument room, a recovery and isolation room,
Bath and toilet rooms are necessary, as is a continuous
water hath for treating burns, also a stretcher room, a
drying room, for quickly drying wet hlankets or clothing,
and a room for refuse cans, which has an outside entrance
for their removal. This department should he on the
ground floor and have an ambulance entrance for casualty
cases.
The Massachusetts General Hospital "Out patients"
building has a good arran^ment. Here the medical and
surgical patients are treated on separate floors. They
pass through the desk or history room to a private corri
-
dor, from which the several examination or treatment rooms
open. This corridor leads to an exit at the opposite end
of the building, where after the treatment, the patient
pasr;es out,
St. Bartholomew Clinic, New York, presents a different
solution, as the treatment is special, caring for diseases
of throat, lungs, eye, ear, etc.
The treatment rooms are 18 x 35 each, divided by
slate slabs into eleven compartments, where the work of
that branch is carried on. This is an "out patient" charity
building not connected with a hospital, and contains the
administration offices, the kitchen and living rooms for,

a few nurses, an operating suite and a few recovery rooms.
It is approximately 40 x 80 feet, six stories and basement,
and open ei^t hours each day.

THE SURGICAL OPERATING BUILDING.
The work is sometimes done in the surgical pavilion,
but more often, an entirely separate building is provided.
It must, however, be located within easy access of the
surgical wards and should not be overlooked by the other
buildings of the group. It must have an unobstructed
li^t from the north, and some overhead li^t.
Large hospitals are usually connected with schools in
which case the main or clinical operating room is arranged
for students, small operating rooms also should be pro
-
vided for private cases and for minor operations.
The several rooms of the operating suite must be con-
veniently arranged and placed for continuous and orderly
service, and the entire suite must be cut off by large vest!
bule or ante-room and sound-proof walls from other per
-
tlons of the building.
Fear exerts a very great influence upon the success
of surgical operations, so the patient should not pass or
see another v^ho has been operated upon, and he should see
as little as possible of the preparations. For this
reason, the entrance should be at one side and the exit
at the other.
The odors of the etherizing room should be quickly
removed and the recoveiy rooms arranged so the noise of
patients recovering from anaesthetics does not reach other
portions of the suite or the building.
Examinations are usually made before the patient is

brought to the operating suite, hut sometimes an exami-
nation room Is placed. near the entrance.
Tile X-Ray and Mlscroplc rooms are properly located
next to the examination room. The X-Ray Machine should he
placed in a large (14 x 16) room and stand free of walls
to admit of cleaning.
that of
Natural light, somewhat similar tOy^ a small operating-
room used in photographic work, is necessary. The walls
should he painted hlack, sunshine and dryness of air are
desirable, and curtains, or other means of darkening the
room, to test the tubes, are required. There should be a
dark room, entered through a vestibule, well ventilated,
and of sufficient size to admit of two working at the
same time. There should be cases of ample capacity for
storage and classification of plates.
The etherizing rooms should follow, from v^rhich the
patient is taken into one of the operating rooms.
The instrument room and the instrument wash rooms are
usually immediately back of the operating arena, the one
equipped with glass cases and shelves for the various in-
struments used, and the other with proper porcelain sinks
and a steam instrument sterilizer.
The sterilizing room opens off of the instrument room
and into the bandage and splint room; in this latterroom
are stored the materials for bandages and dressings, which
are made here, and passed through an opening to the ster-
ilizing room, which contains the reveral steam sterilizers

These require 15 lbs. steam pressure. Hot water for
washing wounds is also kept in this room. A blanket
warmer should he in one of the rooms near the operating
rooms.
The surgeons and nurses* wash and robing wounds
should be convenient to the operating rooms, but should
not open directly into them. They should be equipped
with toilet fixtures, lockers for clothing and proper
pedal lavatories.
Some surgeons feel the need of a small room off
the main operating theatre into v\hich the patient can
be wheeled and the finishing and bandaging can be done
by the assistants v\Jiile the operating vocm is being put
In order for the next case.
A surgeons* consultation room is sometimes a part
of the suite.
After the operation is completed, the patient is
taken to the recovery room, where he remains for a time
under the care of special nurses.
The lighting of the operating theatre is of great
importance, and should come from behind the observer,
from the north, with some overhead light. This is, how-
ever, accomplished generally by large skylights, the room
being protected from drafts of cold air by a ceiling light.
Many surgeons feel that a moderate sized window with a
vertical face, within three feet of the floor and with

an inclined face overhead would be more satisfactory.
The patient could he placed near the window and more
direct llg^it obtained. To do this, the amphitheatre
Is built in two parts, and the operating arena exten-
ded through to the wall as in the case of the Presby-
terian Hospital, N. Y.
Minor operating rooms are usually lighted by north
vertical windows. The glass of these windows should be
double to prevent drafts of cold air from such large
cooling surfaces. In one case, a small steam coil was
placed betv/een the two sheets of glass. Where adjoin-
ing buildings overlook the operating rooms, the irmer
glass is of ground plate.
Operations are usually performed in the morning, but
sometimes they must be done at night. The artificial
lighting should be by electricity, and for the operating
table a ceiling cluster of several li^ts with an exten-
sion v/hich can be raised or lowered should be provided.
This extension has a ball and socket joint just above
the shade, and a handle, which is used by attendant in
directing the cross lifting. There should also be pro-
vided sockets for various side 11 ^ts as required.
Convenient to the operating surgeon and assistant
must be placed one or two pedal operated lavatories. These
should have one -half inch supply pipes and three-quarter
Inch faucets to give a large smooth stream; the wastes.

traps and vents of these fixtures must be large.
There are objections to any plumbing fixtures being
placed in the operating room, but there are many, and per-
haps more serious objections to not providing proper fix-
tures for washing the hands.
Many surgeons feel that too much attention is given
sepsis from dust and air and too little given to the
proper washing of the hands. The tendency is to cover the
walls, ceilings, and floors of the operating theatre with
marble, to use heavy marble doors, and to make this one of
the show places of the hospital. It is an open question
if even this extravagant use of money will make a room
where a large audience is congregated, antiseptic.
There must be many more changes of air per hour here
than is required in other portions of the building, and
everything possible must be done to enable the cleaning
to be effective.
The am^theatre is usually arranged in a semi-circle
about the arena, where the operating table is located, and
which should be at least twelve feet wide. The seats are
built up from wrought iron sections which run across beams
which extend from lowest to highest seat and are placed
Just above the filling, which closes the space under seats.
This inclined surface or filling in, is of concrete
or tile and is covered with asphalt. At the bottom of this
incline around the arena should be formed a wide gutter,
draining to bell traps.

At the top of the seats should he several hose con -
nectlcns, and the entire room he so constructed that it
may he thoroughly flushed out.
The several platfoims are made of marble or s3ate,
supported from the inclined beams, the rail or division
in front of each being boiler iron with proper finish on
top. The platfoms are usually two feet eight inches
above each other, and the plates vary from two feet four
inches to three feet ei^t inches apart, depending on
the room allo\cd for passage, sight-lines, etc. The seats
are of one vertical member to which a curved back about
three inches wide and a seat fourteen by sixteen inciies
is attached.
These are placed approxina tely twenty-four inch
centers. Sometimes a few seats similar to the other, but
without the rail in front are placed about the prena for
visiting surgeons.
The students* entrance shall be from the level of
the upper tier of seats; toilets and lockers should be
provided for their use, outside the operating suite.
All metal work should be white enamel finish. The
floor of the arena is generally of white vitreous tile,
though some surgeons prefer one less dazzling, and should
have proper bill-traps for drainage. Some attention should
be given to the acoustics of the room and provision made
for (h art and diagram holders.

In some amp ithe atres, there is an exhaust ventilator
under each seat, hut it would seem that larger ducts, prop
erly placed, v/ould be more effective, and less liable to
foul. The fresh air should come in back of operating
table
.
i
THE ISOLATION BUILDING
General hospitals seldom receive patients with con-
tagious diseases, but they must provide suitable quarters
for the care of such cases of scarlet fever, diptheria,
etc. as develop in the hospital. For this purpose, a
building or possibly a small group of buildings, effec-
tually cut off from the other poii^ions of the hospitai,
fully and properly equipped with all the essentials to
their care, must be considered with every hospital problem.
All that has been previously said in regard to light,
air and sunshine, simplicity of plan, ample bed space,
with sufficient change of air, and sfif e means of disposing
of excremental matters and of all waste, doubly applies
here for these severe cases.
Sure means of disinfection and proper facility for
cleanliness in every part, is even more important in this
building. The buildings should have, of course, their own
ventilating and drainage system, their own administration
office, kitchen, store rooms, laundry, maids and nurses'
quarters.
It is most important that there be a resident phy-
sician who has no connection vdth the other patients of
the hospital, and that proper living quarters for his use
be arranged.
Owing to the greater severity of the cases treated,
these buildings usually have but few wards, and these are

for not more than two or three heds. Proper provision
must he made for filling, emptying and storing a movahle
hath tuh and stretcher.
Mt. Sinai Hospital (456 patients) h^ an isolation
huilding four stories high, 50 x 34, containing six two-hed
wards ard five one-hed rooms, seventeen in all.

THE PATHOLOGICAL & BACTERIOLOGICAL LABORATORY.
The Importance of the work done in the laboratory
is developing every year and already it demands much more
space than is usually assigned to it.
In some hospitals, the work is done in the adminis-
tration building or in the "Out Patients" building, in
others a separate building is|provided. Sometimes the
lower portion of the building is used for the Morgue,
Students* autopsy and private autopsy rooms.
The work done here consists in testing food products
for purity, nutritive values and their di^stibility; the
examination of defectives and germ cultures; investiga-
ting and experimenting.
Room for the care of animals used in experiments, and|
for cages of animals under treatment must be arranged. Room
for photo -micrography may be necessary. Sometimes a larg^
museum of interesting pathological specimens is provided.
Rooms that can be darkened for spectroscopic and
polariscopic work will be required, ali§o several small
rooms to be used as private laboratories by members of
attending staff and for the pathologist. Rooms for physiol-
ogical Chemistry with refri orators, vapor hoods, etc.,
for experiments and research work are required. Adjoining,
a chemical balance room is necessary.

A department of bacteriology equipped with themostats,
refrigerators, etc., with rooms for preparation of bacterial
culture materials and for sterilization will be needed.
Also a general pathology and chemical microscopy
department with rooms for photographic work. Including
dark rooms, etc. A large reference library is usually
placed in this building. The ventilation of this building
must be arranged to carry off the poisonous vapors from
the various chemjc al hoods. Heaters, plumbing fixtures,
hot, cold and distilled water, work benches or tables
with tops of alberdene stone, cupboards, drawers and cases
for chemicals and supplies of all kinds, must be provided.

AUTOPSY MORGUE AND MORTUARY CHAPEL.
The morgue and autopsy rooms should he even more
separated from the other patients' hulldings than the
Isolation hulldlng. Here, too, the physicians conducting
the work should have no connection v/lth the work of the
main buildings. If placed in the laboratory building,
there should be a separate entrance, and it should be entire-
ly cut off from. any communication through the other parts
of the building. The morgue should be provided with ample
refri ^ration , and storage capacity for the proper care
of the dead, with convenient and easy access to the hearse
by incline, if the floor is below grade. The refrigerator
should be constructed with a separate compartment for each
body, with a sliding truck, upon which the stretcher is
placed.
In some charity institutions in large cities, arran^-
ment must be made for convenient identification of the dead!
This is done by making one face of the refrigerator of threi
thicknesses of glass and placing the body on a truck, the
bed of which is inclined something after the style of a
tilting operating table. Proper arrangement must be made
for flushing and drainage.
The students* autopsy room should be located con-
venient to the morgue, and constructed similar to an oper-
ating theatre, though smaller and less elaborate in finish.

There should be physicians* and students* toilet and
locker and wash rooms, rooms for preparation Xor burial,
storage of coffins and porters* office.
The ventilation of the autopsy table is probably the
most important detail. At Massachusetts General Hospital,
the top of the table hejs a center grating about two feet in
diameter, which is connected vath a dovmward exhaust of
great strength. Dr. Balch said no matter how offensive
the case, no odor is detected in the room or by the oper-
ating surgeon. The table should have a large connection
v/ith the sewer. Private autopsy rooms are sometimes re-
quired and are like the others, except the seats for stu-
dents are omitted, and a smaller room ansv;ers the purpose.
In connection with some of the smaller buildings of
the group, proper housing should be provided for the am-
bulance and such vehicles and horses required by the
institution.
-Chapel
At least a room should be set aside in which services
for the dead may be held. Many of the eastern hospitals
have large and beautiful mortuary chapels where tablets
with the names of donors appear in prominent places.
St. Luke's Hospital, New York, is a most notable ex-
ample of this method of securing donations.

NURSES' nam pm training school.
This building is, where possible, plt-ced at a suitable
distance from the main group of buildings, often being
located across the street to secure privacy, and to afford
the nurses a place of escape from the scene of their daily
duties. By such a location the nurses are compelled to
get a breath of fresh air in going to and from their v/ork.
The building should have a homelike character, and some
of the hospital details should be avoided in its construc-
tion, though due regard to ease of cleaning should be
maintained. If possible, every nurse should have a
separate room, and the superintendent of the training
school should have a suite of rooms with bath. Sitting
rooms should be arranged on every floor, and provision
made for receiving visitors on the first floor. A dining
room is sometimes added, but while of great convenience,
there are often difficulties of service which overrule
the benefits. The training school is properly located in
this building, and the assembly hall is used both for
lectures and as an amusement room. The cooking school
is sometimes in this building, though a better place
would be near the main kitchen. A gymnasium and a roof
garden for the use of the nurses are attractions, which
make up for some of the hardships, A large, light trunk
,

room is a necessity, as are bath and toilet rooms, linen
room and proper conveniences for housekeeping.
It is customary for a nurse to take a probation course
of three months; these probation nurses usually have
rooms near the superintendent where they can receive
special attention.
There should also be an isolation department for sick
nurses, consisting of tv/o room.s, small kitchen, baths,
toilet, etc., cut off by vestibule from other parts of
building. Cooking is not usually done in this building
except for this ward.
Rooms containing one bed are usually eight by twelve,
or if two are acccmodated in one room, ten by eighteen.
Sometimes dormitories v;ith four to six beds are used.

Da/IESTIC SERVICE BUILDING.
This building can be arranged to properly accomodate
the kitchen, diet kitchen and store rooms, the ordinary
and septic laundry, the dining rooms for employes and
nurses, and sleeping rooms for male and female employes.
The location of the kitchen in relation to the main
buildings is of great importance, for the reason that
cooked food, hot and in proper condition, must be deliv-
ered to each diet pantry without moving the food cart
through the corridors of an occupied floor, and also smells
of cooking must not be allowed to reach the patients or
administration departments. In the block plan hospital,
the kitchen is usually located in the basement, with the
result that the smells of the kitchen, through the
windows
,
up stairways or shafts, permeate the entire
building. The top floor is urged by some as the proper
location for the kitchen. The objections to this location
are that the handlirg of all supplies of meats, vegetavles,
milk, etc., as well as the handling of garbage and trades
people, must be on the elevator; that valuable space must
be used for cold storage groceries and provisions, and
the probable complication in distributing cooked food to
the several departments. This part of the problem also
seems to have been well worked out in the Mt. Sinai Hospital

Here the building is fifty by seventy- two, the suhhasement
being used for boilers and machinery, the basement for
kitchens, and the fourth, or top story for laundry. The
remaining three stories are divided by a brick wall through
the center, one part containing twenty- four rooms assigned
to male, and the other the same number for^Siale employes.
Sach room is seven by eighteen feet and is fitted with
two beds, a dresser and table; clothes closets being
arranged between the rooms, two for each room. The story
is twelve feet in clear. Wherever located, the kitchen
should be large, light and well ventilated. Skylights
with side lights should be used v/here possible. Hoods
with proper exhaust ducts should be placed over ranges and
steam kettles. The interior of the kitchen, with its
furnishings, should be constructed of non-absorbent materials
Cement floors absorb grease and are difficult to clean.
Tile oi some kind, probably the large red pan tile, seem
to be the proper material for the floor, v*iich should
slope to drains. A wainscoting about six feet high of
enameled brick is used in the best hospitals, and above
this a light colored facing brick. As much regard should
be paid to the germ theory here as elsevhere in the hospital.
Fixtures should be placed away from wall; the range being
placed in center of the room. The kitchen should be wlthouit

pantries, tut dressers and drawers for the accomodation
of the "day*s supplies" must he provided, and for
convenience in cleaning, these should he made of metal,
with movable shelves. A modem equipment would consist
of range and broilers; steam tables (steam is used for
cooking); gas range; ovens; boiling and soup kettles;
tea, coffee and milk urns; chopping block; dishwasher;
iron tanks for washing pots and pans; and if dish washer
is not used, large sinks for washing dishes. A scullery
is necessary and a place for storage of mops, brushes
and cleaning cloths used in tne kitchen should be provided.
The cold storage rooms and store rooms for provisions
should be located convenient to kitchen, but cut off by
passage or vestibule. They must be accessible from out-
side without passing through kitchen.
Off from the kitchen should be located the bakery,
properly equipped with oven of suitable size, bins for
flour, and all the essentials for making bread in its
different forms.
A room for ice creajn making, with proper mechanical
equipment is often provided. A butcher shop, or at least
provision for cutting up meat in bulk is necessary.
Conveniently for service from kitchen should be located
the several dining rooms for the employes and attendants;
usually rooms for house physicians, for nurses, for male
servants and for female servants are provided.

At the proper time, each article of the ward patient's
food is placed in a separate tin box, and the boxes for
each ward are nested or piled on top of each other, with
a cover placed over the top one. These tins are carried
on a heated truck to diimhwaiters in basement and sent to
their respective wards, where they are placed on steam
tables, under which are warm closets for heating the dishesj.
The food is served as quickly as possible and carried on
metal trays or little woo den tables to the individual
patients.
The diet kitchen or school is to fit the nurse for
selection and proper preparation and adjninistrati on of foo(|a.
The diet kitchen should be located near the main kitchen
so as to be ne&r supplies and convenient to the food cart.
It should be arranged for class instruction and demonstra-
tion by a permanent tutor, or by the superintendent of
nurses. The fittings should be arranged on a platfoim
and constitute a model kitchen.
STOKF KOOMS.
Supplies of every kind should be delivered at the
receiving room and checked up by a receiving clerk or stew-
ard, and all supplies given out on properly signed requisi-
tion. There should be large and convenient store rooms
for perishable supplies; meats; vegetables; fruits; milk
;

butter and eggs; for groceries and provisions; for hospital
stores; crockery and glassware; beds; mattresses; hospital
clothing; blankets; bedding and supplies of all kinds;
laundry and cleaning utensils and materials: Perishable
supplies require, in addition to the kitchen refrigerators]
cold stomge rooms for reserve stock of meat, butter,
eggs and milk, the size depending on the quantities pur-
chased at one time. In BBBasfe many hospitals, meat is
bought in large quantities, and in such cases provision
must be made in the cold storage room for cutting up the
carcass. Large quantities of milk are stored by placing
the cans in a tank chilled to freezing by brine circulation.
Som.etimes a department equipped with apparatus for the
sterilization and the pasteurization of milk and the dry
sterilization of bottles is provided. A convenient and
proper arrangement would be a large kitchen refrigerator
with separate compartments for daily supply of meats;
another for milk, butter and eggs; another for fresh veget-|
ables and fruits; - all opening into a cold passage or
room convenient of access from kitchen. Fish require a
separate box. Vegetables not kept in refrigerators requir^i
large compartments or bins in a cool, dry, well- ventilated
room. Bananas are hung froii ceiling, v\hile other fruits
require shelves. The grocery and provision section requires
covered and labeled bins, shelving, tables and platforms.

Hospital stores should be provided for in a separate
room and here should be kept a reserve stock of all
articles of common use in the hospital. Proper provision
must he made so that each item of stock is accessible at
all times.
Cleaning materis-ls are sometlm.es stored in a separate
room. Soap is the largest single item, and is usually
purchased in large quantities, allowed to dry out, some-
times a year before using. Brushes, brooms, mops, etc.,
are also stored here.
As has been said, all these store rooms should be
located convenient to a receiving room, accessible to
delivery wagons, and also convenient to the kitchen and
place of giving out etoreB.
EMPLOYES' QUAKTFRS.
Some provision must be made for the accanodatlon of both
male and female employes, which Includes maids, laundry
workers, kitchen help, orderlies, yard men and mechanics.
The number connected with the service varies greatly and
depends on the size and arrangement of the buildings and thj^
facilities for doing the work. In some cf the-sg institu-
tions, some of these employes are not housed, they being
engaged only for day or part day work, but the great
majority are cared for by the hospital. Generally, the

better the accomodation provided for servants, the easier
it will he to secure and keep good help.
There should he entirely separate quarters provided
for each sex; each should have a room in which to receive
visitors, as well as a general sitting room. A small roof
garden might he worth consideration, if suitable yard space
is not to be had.
THE LINFN ROCM.
The general linen room should be centrally located,
convenient for access from both laundry and wards.
Each mrd starts with a standard number of each
article (bedding; blankets; bed linen; towels; patients'
clothes) for a given numiberjOf patients, and this supply
is maintained, drawing from the stock supply to replace
those v;om out. A large, light, airy room with compartmentis
placed away from walls to store all kinds of linen used in
the work is necessary. Each compartment should be labeled
to show the kind of linen or bedding contained, and it
must be carefully assorted and put away each time.
The sewing room is often a part of the linen room;
there should be drawers for stores of made-up articles;
for old linen to be used as bandages and sewing materials.
F^ch article before being used is stamped with the name of
hospital and special ward or department to which it belongs,
The work consists of cutting out, making up, marking and
mending. A store room off from sewing room, for blankets.

extr^ pillows, mattresses, etc.. Is necessary.
THE LAUNDRY.
The hospital laundry, with its adjuncts,- the disin-
fecting chamber and the linen rooms, represent an essential
portion of hospital service. It must he in a ventilated
huilding, away from all chance of polluting the air of the
other buildings of the group. Laundry vapors are always
unwholesome, and must be quickly carried off and away from
ward windows. The basement is the worst possible place
for a laundry, as the bad air helped by the heat rises and
pervades the building. One of the best located ani arranged
laundries visited was at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York. Thei
department occupied the entire top floor of the domestic
service building, about 50 x 72 feet, and is to do the worlj
for four hundred and sixty-five patients^ ani' attendants.
The floor is divided into separate rooms for receiving,
sorting, washing and drying, machine and hand ironing; and
a store room and toilet rooms are also provided.
The story is approximately twelve feet high, and venti-
lated by windows and large sky-lights with side-lights. The
floors are of concrete in the wash room, laid with a fall
I
to a gutter, which is in a straight line under the washers
,j
and lead to the sewers. There are six washers, five tubs
for hand washing, one extractor, one Isrge msngle and one
starcher, all electrically driven.

There Is also a Chicago dryer of seventeen racks, each
seven feet six Inches long.
The hand -ironing room is equipped with ironing hoards
of special shape and proportions, proper irons electrically
heated for different parts of the work. Writers upon this
subject advocate drying in open air whenever weather will
permit, some going as far as to advise sending laundry to
the country for this purpose, as well as to get rid of the
vapors. Provision in laundry for soap making and for
"salting and soaking" vat for bloody clothes, should he made.

- DISIMFECTIGN -
All bed clothing and undercltohlng stained v/ith evac-|
nations from the intestinal canal, or stained v;ith dis -
charges from wounds, should upon removal from patient be
placed at once in a covered vessel containing a disinfect-|
ing fluid that has been brought to the bed side. After
disinfection (one or two hours) has tsJcen place, they are
thorou^ly rinsed in cold soap and water, and then are
ready for the usual laundry processes.
For mattresses or other bedding, steam disinfection
must be used. This machine is essentially a large ster-
ilizer made of boiler iron and connected with a live steam
main. Sometimes this disinfection chamber is made large
enough to admit a bed. This should be placed in a small
room off laundry with entrance froEi side away from laundrjil
so the apparatus may be fed from this room and discharged
from the other end.
Patients' clothes and belongings are token from the
receiving department to an air tight fumigating room wher^
they are hung up to permit free circulation of the disin -t
feeting gas, which is usually formalin. This gas is made
by use of a generator and introduced through a small tube.
After fumigation the clothing is placed in nearby lockers
j,^
which should be properly numbered.
It is often necessary to fumigate the wards and rooms
in v;hich case the use of a reserve ward is often necessar^f.

The usual method is similar to that descrihed for patients'
clothes. Another method, which is said to give better
results, as it liberates a large amount of the gas at one
time, is as follows: The room to he fumigated is closed
up tight, paper being pasted over ventilating ducts and
cracks, rubber sheets or oilcloths are placed on the floor
and sheets saturated v/ith formalin are suspended about the
room. This operation requires quick work as the fumes
are very irritating to eyes, nose and throat.

-DETAILS-
The details of hospital construction and finish should
be carefully studied and consistently carried out through
all parts of the huildings.
Wood should he used in as small quantities as possible,
not only because it will slirink, v;arp and leave cracks, but
because it is absorbent. Metal is being used in many
places for sash, doors, trim, cases and furniture, and it
would seem that if this is practical in buildings of ord
-
inary use, it is a necessity in the hospital.
The essential thing is to so design the entire fin-
ish that there will be no lodging place for dust and so
that the lebor of cleaning is reduced to a minimum.
Walls and ceilings generally should be plastered with
cement, and after thoroughly dry, painted two coats of |
lead and oil, and two coats of enamel paint, which makes
an impervious surface, easily clesned and practically
germ proof. There should be no cornices, mouldings or
projections of any kind. The walls should not be color -
less as they are in many hospitals, as the glaring white
surfaces are very trying to the eyes.
Found comers (about three inch radius) should be
provided at all angles or intersections of walls or ceiling,£
There should be no angles where air is Ijable to stagnate
dust collect, or that cannot be easily wiped off.

iThe floor question Is a eerlous one for the reason
that there are objections to every kind oX flooring used.
Most hospitals have hardwood floors in the wards, the ob-
jections being the cracks which are certain to appear, the
absorbent qualities and the constant work of keeping them
clean. Where wood floors are used, they are usually coated
from time to time with a preparation of paraffine, turpen-
tine and soft soap in order to render them as antiseptic
as possible. There is a patent wood floor which is laid
in asphalt on a finished concrete surface, which is very
good, but which is fully as expensive as tile.
Terrazzo floor, which consists of small pieces of
crushed marble rolled into cement, is used in many of the
newer eastern hospitals. In some places it cracks, in
others it pits, and these pits become receptacles for
dirt, which cannot be removed. The objections to a tile
floor, in addition to the many joints, are that it is
noisy, hard on the nurses* feet, and adds to the ordinary
breaJcage in the hospital. Parts of this floor must often
be re-set, and in some cases it cracks badly. The prin -
cipal objection, however, is in its first cost, which in a
great majority of hospitals, prohibits its use in wards.
In some places rubber tile has been used, but this floor
has a disagreeable odor, the joints are not tight, some
chemicals used are solvents of rubber and the first cost
is equal to tile or mosaic.

Probably the best floor for the entire hospital is the
tuttl-colori floor tile, made up under hydraulic pressure
and set in blocks eight to twelve inches square. This has
been used with great satisfaction in Chicago, but is seldom
if ever, seen in the east. It is quiet, durable, does not
crack or pit, and is cheaper than tile, some impervious
floor should at least be used for corridors, bath, toilet,
and dressing rooms, operating rooms, kitchens, pantries,
soiled clothes room, and dejection closets. These spaces
should, if possible, also be wainscoted with marble, tile
or glazed brick; at least a base of one of these material^
with a cove to meet the floor should be used and extended
around all fixtures.
After the floors in importance is the Interior Finish.
If wood is used, it should be reduced to the minimum. Where-
ever used it should be in plain surfaces without ornament
or mouldings of any kind to catch dust or to hinder cleaning.
There should be no projecting cornices or ledges, no panels,
no cracks or open joints. There should be no plinth
||
blocks or small angles or corners. There should be no wood-
work in bath, toilet roomer dejection closets. The base,
or mop board, of every room should be of marble, tile, or
better, of tutti-colorl, formed with cove at bottom, and
set flush at the top with the plaster wall surface. The
joint between the wall and the floor is a danger point, aiid
it is usual to form a cove of about two inch radius where

the tase meets the floor, hut very often when the hase is
of wood, this leads to tv/o cracks instead of one, as well
as the ledge at the top of the hase.
Cases, shelves and wardrohes should have heveled tops
for ease in cleaning. Shelves should he placed away from
walls. It would seem that a wardrobe placed in the private
patients* rooms would he more easily cleaned and fumigated
than the ordinary clothes closet, and it would not he more
expensive. All lockers should he of metal, with proper
ventilation.
Windows should he provided with douhle sash or douhle
glass, with air space between. This especially necessary
at operating wlndov/s. They should he made tl^t so as not
to produce draughts, or admit dust. The ordinary douhle
hung sash are the best; where necessary to open them, theyj
are more easily operated and have the least v/oodwork. The
sills should be two feet six inches above floor so patient
may look out. Outside blinds, with proper control, are bet-
ter than inside, but probably the ordinary shade is betteij
than either. Fly screens must be furnished for doors and
windows, ani should be of metal with copper bronze wire.
In parts of some hospitals, iron guards like a jail
or asylum are used as security against delirious or suicidal
patients* attempts at self-destruction. Steel sash with
small panes of glass with proper guard regulating the raid-
ing or lowering of sash would be much better and remove

the appearance ot a prison.
Doors and transoms; Flush paneled doors should be
used, hut they must he made hy those ha¥ing large exper-
ience in this v^ork and with a guarantee to replace all
doors shov/ing a sign of a crack. This kind of doors is
used in many hospitals, and in almost all, wide cracks
appeared.
The Compound Lumber Co make a flush paneled door wnich
will stand the test, and they are not more expensive than
the ordinary special door. Door sills or thresholds should
not he used. Generally doors from rooms to the corridor
should have the transoms hinged at the bottom.
At Mt. Sinai the private patients* rooms were provided
»
in addition to the regular door, with a double screen door
about four feet long, placed two feet above the floor. Thes(!
were double acting and covered with lip^t silk.
Width of Passages: The bed is the unit in hospital
construction, and all passages, doors, stairs, etc. must be
arranged for ease in handling the beds. Where turns are
unavoidable, this must be carefully considered. Doors
should be at least three feet, six inches wide.
Stairs are made of iron with marble or slate treads,
the slate being preferable on account of its non-slipping
qualities. The corners and angles where tread and riser
meet the string should be rounded. The best stair that can

used is a reinforced concrete "Tuticol Color!" stairs, in
which each step is cast in a solid hlock and forms a fin -
Ished soffit of the same material. Stairs should he cut
off from each floor hy proper doors to r educe the noise of
travel from one floor to another, as well as to separate
the floors as much as possible*
Partitions are made of tile hut sometimes of two
thicknesses of expanded metal (l-l/2-inch thick) with space
for ventilation pipes, heat ducts, etc. hetween. Slate or
marhle is used for divisions hetween plumbing fixtures.
Kough plates of glass set in metal s tand ards are also used
to good advantage in some places where borrowed li^ is
necessary hetween hath-tuhs.
Elevator shafts where enclosed in hrick walls should
lined with white enamel hrick. If not enclosed in hrick, the
same plain surface should he secured with cement. The car
Itself should he of very simple design, every part of which
is easily cleaned. It should he large enough to pemit a
stretcher to he carried on the platform. The door should he
wide and the detail of the bottom such as will not allow
dirt to accumulate.
Air shafts and passages in basement should be lined
with enaneled brick or finished with cement.
Lighting fixtures and hardware should be designed with
the same plain surfaces as elsewhere in the hospital; elab-
oration is out of place.

MECHANICAL PLANT AND APPLIANCES.
For a large institution, it would be advisable to
provide a separate building for the machinery required for
heating, limiting and general power demands. Tlnis building
should also be large enough to provide space for shops and
store-rooms for the various lines of v^ork v/hich are con -
tinually being done, such as plumbing, steamf itting, car-
pentry, painting, mattress making, etc. Some provision
should also be made for garden tools, lawn mowers, etc.
The machinery, boilers, engines, generators, pumps, etc.,
should be designed with such capacity and division of unit^,
as to obtain maKimum economy of operation as well as re
-
serve capacity for repairs and freedom from breakdowns.
It would be advisable to locate in this building, be-
sides the heating and lifting machinery, the hot water
supply for domestic purposes, using exiiaust steam as far
as practicable for heating the water, and keeping the wate
circulating by means of the proper pumps.
Unless the distances are excessive, there may be also
located the refrigerating system for ice boxes, etc., using
the brine circulating for cooling purposes.
If but one refrigerating unit is used, a brine storage
tank of large capacity should be used so that the unit may
be shut down for at least six hours for repairs, etc.

The hospital requires a larger water supply than most
buildings, and ot course, it must be free from contamination
Filters are now regarded as essentials in many local-
ities, though confidence should not be placed in them beyonfi
their ability to remove suspended matter. They should be
arranged in couples to allow for periodical cleansing by
means of filtered water. Distilled water should be provided
on all floors for drinking purposes, and for the surgical
operating anl dressing rooms.
Some system of safe disposal of waste, old dressings,
etc., m.ust be provided as mentioned. There is the small
burner intended for use on each floor, but usually a larger'
garbage burner is placed in the boiler-room, where the waste
is brought twice daily, dumped onto the drying grate and
consimed.

PLUMBING.
Toilet rooms should t)e grouped about vertical pipe
shafts large enough to admit the operation of pipe tongs
and carried from the hasement to the attic. By this method
perfect concealment of all soil, waste, vent and supply
piping is secured. The entire system is simplified, all
parts of the piping are accessihle, hetter connections
through the walls instead of through the floor are possible ,
rodding out, or repairs may be made without interference
with the toilet rooms or damage to the finished work. The
piping which must be polished is reduced to a minimum.
The pipe shafts should be accessible by a door from
the corridor which is usually locked and should have a
bar iron floor at each level. The shafts may be drained
at the bottom to take off all water caused by sudden leaks,
and may be used for the concealment of the tou^ - air ducts
from the toilet-rooms.
Solid porcelainflxt.ures are the best, though some
complaint is made of the large amount of hot water, and
the time required to heat the bath tub. Where practical,
flxt.ures should be supported from the wall or provided with
a solid sanitary base, the curve of which is flush with
the floor. Slop sinks should be large, with deep water seal
and flushing rim. Traps, vents, and wastes should be large.

HEATING A^]D VEXTTILATIGN.
The heating ard mechanical ventilation of the hospital
is best accomplished hy a tempered air system for the prO'
vision of fresh air and the removal of foul air, for all
rooms and corridors with sufficient direct radiation to pro-
vide the heat above that furnished hy the tempered air system
In all rooms reached by, or connected to the ventilating
system, the direct radiation should be controlled by ||
thermostats. Each building should have its own ventilating
system and the toilet and bath rooms, the dejection and mop
closets should be on a separate blower and ducts from the
balance of the vent system.
Each of these systems should take its cold air from a
point well above the ground and away from all possible con-
tamination and pass it through a system of tempering coils
an air washer and eliminators, and radiating coils, which
will deliver clean, fresh air at the temperature of 70^ to 75^
The blowers should be of proper size to deliver the I
required amount of air with the least power consumption and
are preferably driven by direct connected motors. The
toilet room blowers should be arranged so as to have a
duplicate set of motors, as this system is generally oper-|
ating at all times, and breakdowns should be guarded agairist.
The steam supply to the tempering and reheating coils
should be controlled automatically.

]The fans deliver the fresh tempered air to horizontal
distributing ducts, whichykre usually on the basement ceiling
and connect with the vertical ducts, generally placed in
corridor partitions made double to receive them. Volume
dampers are placed in the ducts to give the proper supply
at each outlet*
The foul air system is the reverse of the fresh air
j
syst.em, the fens being placed on the roof, and the collecting
ducts run in the attic, from which the verticals are carried
down to the spaces from which the exhaust is made.
Sometimes, to avoid scattering the machinery or for
other reasons a main duct is carried down through the build-
ing and exhausted at a lower level, or for low buildings,
the fresh air blowers may be placed in the attic space and
the air forced dovm to the vai'ious rooms.
The velocity at the dicharge openings into rooms should
not exceed 200 feet perminute, and the exhaust ducts 400 feet
per minute in any event, care being taken to avoid sensible
drafts. The steam mains and ri^rs should be of ample
size, properly valved and drained so as to afford perfect
control and free circulation. The branches to radiators
should not be long. A vacuum return system should be in -
stalled for all radiators, coils, etc., with proper exhaust
apparatus, gauges, valves, etc. All radiators should be
protected where any danger of patients being burned by
them exists.

Live steam should be supplied to main kitchen, diet
kitchen, and diet pantries for cooking purposes, to the
sterilizing rooms, to the laundry; aad all pipes must he
covered.
DUMBWAITERS.
The kitchen is connected with each diet pantry hy
means of one or more electric dumbwaiters traveling at a
speed of about 100 feet per minute with a losd of 80 lbs.
These cars should be electrically operated in either di-
rection from the basement floor anddesigned so as to stop
automatically at any desired landing. Mechanism should also
be provided on the doors so that no door can be opened
unless the car is at that level, and to prevent the starting
of the motor while any door is open.
A signaling system is necessary between each landing
and the control, which should be located in the basement,
and a set of push buttons at the control, connected with ii
low toned buzzer in each diet pantry, as well as signalling
device indicating at the control the location of the car
in its travel. An annunciator controlled from each pantr|r
should also be placed in the main kitchen to indicate to
which floor the dumb-waiter is to be sent.
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VACUm^ CLKMING sYsm/i.
A complete vacuum cleaning system for the
removal of
dust, dirt, etc., from the various rooms and
furniture shou3d
De installed in every hospital. Sufficient
equipment conj
sisting of carpet sweepers, hardwood and tile floor
brushes,
upholstery renovators, wall hrushes, hose and
extension
handles must he provided.
CLOCKS.
some system of Automatic Clocks in the various
puhlij
spaces, offices and duty rooms would he useful and
econom-
ical,
ILLUMINATION.
Ordinary illuminating gas should not he used in a
hospital except where necessary for heating or cooking
purposes. It consumes oxygen, gives off soot and heat
and without an ashestos mantel the lip^t is not clear.
Electric li fiits should he used, the general lighting
of the wards being from the ceiling, with inverted reflec-
tors under the lights. One li^t of each cluster should
he on a separate switch for nigjit use. A plug outlet
should he provided at the head of each hed for examinations,
reading, or electric heater.
The ward annunciator should he located in the duty r
and have interlocking pushes and an extension to the general
annunciator in the superintendent's office. Tliis signal Is
operated hy the patients hy a flexible extension cord
'
pushbutton outlet m tne wan near eacn oe '
om
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